Lesson Three
Holland's Toy Town
I. Comprehension
A. Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer :

1. The toy town is made of little models . So everything is ................ .
a) of the usual size
b) made of big models
c) smaller than your thumb
d) smaller than the usual size
2. In toy city buildings are small but there are lots of them . This sentence means ……
a) buildings are of the usual size in this city
b) buildings are made of big models
c) you can see a few buildings at toy town
d) a great numbers of buildings are in a city
3. You can walk through all the streets of toy city . And it might take three hours . That shows…… .
a) the city is very small
b) the city is very big
c) the city is very busy
d) the city is quite noisy
4. The toy town was made for all children and every man and woman who remembers being a child These
sentences tell us ……………….. .
a) Only children can visit this town .
b) Nobody can visit this town.
c) Everybody can visit this town.
d) Only women can visit this town

B. Cloze test :
!"

Fill in the blanks with the best choice :
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Maybe you . . (5) . . built toy planes or cars. Maybe you've seen toy farms. In Holland there's a toy town.
The buildings are . . (6) . . in this city. But there are lots of them. You can walk . . (7) . . all the streets.
But it might take three hours. That's . . (8) . . big it is. The town is made of little . . (9) . .. There are shops
and farms. There are schools and . . (10) . .. .
5. a) has
6. a) short
7. a) in
8. a) what
9. a) toys
10. a) farms

b) have
b) small
b) across
b) how
b) buildings
b) churches

c) was
c) thin
c) among
c) which
c) models
c) stores

d) were
d) long
d) through
d) who
d) rocks
d) coaches

II. Vocabulary
A. Fill in the blanks with the words given :

soap – tracks – loaf – bulb – lit – followed – sail – bottle - pulled

11. Small boats ........ on canal about a foot wide .
12. Cups of tea or coffee usually …………… dinner or lunch .
13. That man ……… the fire on a hole to see better .
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14. Wash your hands with …………… before eating food .
15. In the toy town trains run along tiny …………… .
16. A: Could I have a ............. of bread please ? B: Yes, of course .
17. The heavy table was here . who …………. it nearer the wall ?
18. My brother likes to drink a ………. of milk every morning .
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B. Complete the sentences with your own words :
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19. It's a place where planes can take off or land . It's a/an ………..
20. It's in the park . Children like to sit in it and go round . It's a / an ………………
21. It's a kind of road . It's wide and long . Cars can go very fast on it. It's the .................
22. I need a bar of ………… and some water to wash my hands .
23. The princess arrived with his golden ……….. pulled with two horses .
24. It's something that children like to play with . It's usually made of real model . It's a ………… .

C. Choose the correct answer :
25. Ali …………… his leg when he fell down .
a) kept
b) felt

c) left

d) hurt

26. The boats sail on canal about a foot wide . " Sail " means …………. .
a) push
b) make
c) move

d) build

27. The boy was playing with a tiny toy car . " tiny " is the opposite of ……
a) big
b) short
c) small

d) long

28. A lot of light bulbs make the toy city ……………. .
a) glow
b) order
c) touch

d) bring

29. Small................ of everything is found in the toy town .
a) colors
b) pictures
c) models

d) drawings

30. It's completely dark here . I wonder why you don't ……… the light .
a) look at
b) pick up
c) point to

d) turn on

31. There was a ………… of yellow paper on the wall .
a) bar
b) loaf
c) sheet

d) jar

learn more about synonyms and antonyms :
glow = shine
repair = fix
sail = move
war = fight
speed = go fast
tiny = very small
whole = all

pull # push
behind # in front of
up # under
into # out of
near # far from

III. Grammar :
Relative Pronouns : who , whom , which , that , whose …..
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A. Put the words in the right order :
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32. children – were – that – the – yesterday – punished – school – are – at - .
33. may – easily – don't – people – sleep – angry – who – become – enough – have – .
34. was – writer – you – met – the man – famous – yesterday – whom – a- .
35. over – built – a – bridge – the river – have – new – they – ?

B. Look at the picture and answer the questions :

1) 23 4 5 63
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36. which boy is John ?

37. Which man can get to the post office sooner ?

38. What is the girl doing ?

C. Combine these sentences with the words given :

39. He bought the book . It is in his bag . ( that )
40. The woman is my mother . You saw her yesterday . ( whom )
41. I am wearing the shoes . My mother gave them to me . ( which )
42. The mechanic was All's friend . He fixed the car . ( who )
43. That man is a photographer . His name is Mr Smith . ( whose )
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D. Choose the correct answer :

44. The dictionary ………… is on the table is very expensive .
a) who
b) which
c) whose

d) whom

45. The miners …………… we met were very strong .
a) whom
b) which

d) whose

c) what

46. The woman ............working in the hospitals are to be admired.
a)who
b)whom
c)that

d) ___

47. The people about …………. he wrote were miners .
a) who
b) which

c) whom

d) what

48. Tourists …………. Iran often go to Isfahan .
a) whom are visiting
b) visiting

c) who visiting

d) visit

49. How ……….. does a jar of coffee cost ?
a) many
b) long

c) much

d) far

IV . Language Function
1) : "8 9

Match the groups of sentences :
50. How much does a bar of soap cost ?
51. And what about the eggs ?
52. would you mind not talking so loudly ?
53. Does a bottle of milk cost 200 toman ?

a) Oh , sure .
b) That'll be so nice .
c) Yes , I think .
d) It's 500 .
e) Oh , about 300 .

V. Pronunciation
Put the words under the right column :
road – soon – use – house – juice – excuse – round - hope

54.
55.

/ u: /
rude
……
…….

/ ;u /
coat
……
……..

/ au /
now
…….
…….

/ ju: /
beauty
……..
……..

VI. Reading Comprehension
Read the passage and answer the questions :

1) 23 4 5 63
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One day a dog stole a piece of meat from a butcher's shop . The dog ran away with the meat . It came to a
bridge over a river . As the dog was crossing the bridge , it saw something moving in the water . There it
saw a dog with a piece of meat in its mouth . It put down its own piece of meat and jumped into the water .
Of course there was no other dog in the water . It has been looking at its own picture . The dog swam to
the side of the river and got out of the water. Then it went to get the meat which it had put down on the
bridge . But the meat had gone ; another dog , a real dog , had found the meat and run away with it .
Put " True " or " False " :
56 . The dog found a piece of meat in the river .
57. The dog was thirsty so it jumped into the water .
58. There was a real dog in the river .
59. The dog ate the meat on a bridge .
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Answer the question :
60. What did the dog see in the water ?
61. Why did the dog jump into the water ?
62. What the dog saw in the water was ………………… .
a) a real dog
b) a piece of meat
c) its own picture

d) like meat

